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1.  It is  generally recognised that the  amount and. extent of discharges· of waste and 
cargo  residues  from  ships  at  sea  are  at  an  unacceptable  level.  It  is  equally 
recognised that the reasons· for this have to be sought both on board ships and on 
shore. While it is clear that the frequent occurrence of illegal discharges at sea can 
be partly explained by the ignorance' of ships' masters and crews of the application 
of international rules and standards,  it  is  also a fact that there are sometimes not  .  -
adequate reception facilities  in ports.  Ships which carinot deliver their waste and 
residues in the port will often have no  alternative but to discharge it at  sea.  In 
order. to  combat marine  pollution  caused  by  operational  discharges  from  ships 
there is  therefore a· need for,  on the one harid,  requirements for ports to provide 
adequate reception facilities and, on the other hand, requirements for ships to use 
these facilities. 
/ 
2.  The  necessity  of  such  a  dual  approach  is  recognised·  in  the  International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,  1973 and the Protocol of 
1978 related thereto (Marpol 73178).  In the technical annexes of that Convention, 
detailed standards. and strict conditiqns for discharge of  waste and residues at sea 
are laid down,  with more stringent requirements  for  sea areas  which have  been 
designated as 'special areas'. The Convention also addresses ports: by obliging the 
Contracting  Parties  to  ensure  the  provision  of reception  facilities  for  different 
kinds  of waste,  without causing  undue  delay  to  ships  using  these  facilities  and 
according to the needs of the ships. 
3.  The discrepancy between existing rules and prevalent practice was acknowledged 
by the Commission in its  communi~tion 'A Common Policy· on Safe Seas' of 24 
February  1993
1  which  stated  that compliance  with  the  requirements  of Marpol 
73178,  to which all Community·Member States are Contracting Parties, could be 
improved and· that further initiatives were required to  improve implementation of 
international  rules  and standards,  both those laid· down in .Marpol 73178  and  in 
other relevant instruments of  ~e  International Maritime Organization (IMO). 
The Council shared the  views  of the Cominissiofi and included in its Resolution 
on a Common Policy for Safe Seas. the improvement of the availability and use· of 
reception facilities within the Community among its priority actions. 
2 
4.  This Directive has exactly the same objective as  Marpol 73178,  that is  to protect 
the  marine  environment from  operational  pollution by  ships,  regardless  of their 
flag,  with a· view  to  eliminating such pollution.  However,  rather. ~an regulating 
discharges of ships.while at sea, which is the aim of the Marpol 73178 rules, here 
. the focus is on the operations of ships while in (Community) ports. 
1 COM(93) 66 fmal. 
2 Council Resolution of8 June 1993 on a common policy on safe seas (93/C 271/01), OJ. No. C 271, 
7.10.93, p. 2. 
2 .  . 
5.  The  reasons  for  the  port  approach  are  pragmatic,  policy-based· and  legal.  As 
already indicated,  the occurrence of operational  disc~arges at sea is  ~ery closely 
linked to the availabilirY and accessibility of reception facilities in ports. It is only 
by' considerably  improving  the  latter. that  discharges  at  sea  can  effectively  be 
reduced. It is furthermore genenilly accepted that the niain problems iii. the· current 
internatiomil regime for operational ship""source pollution are not primarily related ·: 
to insufficient standards; but rather to the inadequacy in their implementation and 
enforcement. Since the harmonised implementation of internationally agreed rules , 
-where necessary complemented by .specific·Coinmunity requirements- is one of 
the fundamental pillars of Coirununity maritime safety policy,  ~it is  natur111  in. this·. 
context to concentrate the Community efforts on the, effective  implementation of 
MarP.ol 73/78 ·and  its  un&~rlymg objectives instead ofintroducing new  discharge 
rules for ships at ·sea. The legal reasons for favouring a port approach are found in 
the  intemational law  of the .sea, ·in particular in the  provisiohs of the .1982  UN  -
Convention on the Law· of the  Sea;  The  careful jurisdiCtional  balance  between 
coastal  and  maritime  interests  'Yhich  is  laid  down in  that Convention  involves: 
considerable  restraints  on  the  prescription  and  enforcement of national  - ..  and 
regional  - rules  on ship-source pollution in  the  coastal' jurisdictional zones,  but 
confirms .a wide jurisdiction for _States  to prescribe and  enforce rules while ships 
. are voluntarily present in their ports.  ·  · 
6.  The different approach from that adopted  in Marppl 73178 by necessity  implies 
.  that the Directive has to ·address a mitnber of matters which are not dealt with in 
the current international· regime.  In order to be  effectiv~. the.Coriununity regime 
will  first  of all  have -to  lay  down' much  more .  specit;.c  standards . covering  the 
requiremen~ for  ports· and  port States  to  provide  adequate  reception  facilities.  · 
Secondly, the obligations of ships to use those facilities need to be improved and · 
specified.  Thirdly,  a  regime for  effective  control  of compliance  is  n~eded to 
ensure the effectiveness ofthe measures.  . 
7.  . In relation to  the  frrst-issue,  the requirements  oil ports and  po~ States,  there is 
little question about the need  for  considerable specification and  improvement of 
the present situation, where the short reference to ·-adequate reception facilities in 
the  relevant · Annexes  of  Marpol . 73/78  ~orms  the:  only  internatiqnal  legal 
requirement~ A fundamental. elemerit of the· proposed Directive in this context is 
· the· obligation to  dev~elop waste reception and handling plans in all' ports for the 
reception kd treatment of waste and residues.  This plan requires ports firstly to 
estimate  the  needs ·of the  ships  (normally)  visiting  them  and  seco~dly to  take 
appropriate measures to  meet those  needs.  The  approval  and  monitoring of the 
· waste  reception. and. handling  plari  by  the  Member  State  should  ensure  the 
- correctness and reasonableness of the plan.  ; 
Ports  are· also  required  to· encourage  the  use  of the  facilities,  inter  alia,  by 
ensuring that they are available at any  given tiine at reasonable costs,  that they 
have  a  good  servic~ performance  and  that  delivery .  of waste  does. not  involve 
costly or time-consuming formalities for ships and their crew. 'The Marpol 73178 . 
obligation not to .cause undue delay  to  ships  remains  unchanged.  On the  other 
hand, the costs for the provision of adequate reception facilities shall be borne by 
the ships visiting the port.  ·  ·  ·  · 
- ,- ;' 
3 8.  .  .  . 
In relation to the second issue, obligations for ships, it must of course be ensured 
that the ports' .efforts are not in vain, and that ships will actually use the facilities. 
The. proposed  Directive  tries  to  ensure  the  use  of reception  facilities  in  -ports 
through a number of steps,  Firstly, the mandatory discharge _principle means. that 
all ships, subject to  necessary exceptions, shall deliver their ship-generated waste 
before leaving a Community port or at least that the master is able to demonstrate , 
that  the  storage  capacity  for  ship-generated  waste  is  sufficient.  The  onus  of 
proving  that  failure  to  use  the  facilities  is  legitimate  thus  rests  with  each ·ship 
·.  which does  not deliver its  waste. ,Ships which do not deliver their waste without 
having· a valid  reason  for  exemption will  not be allowed to-leave the  port until 
delivery has taken place:  Secondly, the mandatory discharge principle is coupled 
with the requirement for ports to establish· cost recovery systems which encourage 
· the  use  of the  facilities.  The  Directive  does  not  specify  any  particular  cost 
recovery system to be employed for this purpose, but leaves a degree of discretion 
to the Member· States by laying down some general principles which shall apply. 
Whatever system is  applied;  the general requirement is  that the  fee  system shall  . 
provide  no  incentive  for  ships  to  discharge  their  waste  at  sea. A  'direct'  fee 
system  whereby  only  those  who  deliver  waste  pay  for  the  service  is  -thus 
effectively  excluded.  As  with  the  mandatory  discharge  principle,  certain 
exceptions in the payment of.fees have to be provided for,  inter. alia, in respect of 
ships  with  frequent  part calls  and  proven arrangements  with  other  ports  along 
their route. 
In  order 'to  ensure  co-operation  between  ships  and .  the  other  authorities· and 
persons involved,  the master is  obliged to report in advance,  to .the next port of: 
call, information on storage capaCities and the -amowits of waste and residues on· 
board together with  his  intention to  use reception facilities.  This  information as 
well as being necessary for ,the ports in order to provide adequate facilities,  also 
has a bearing on the enforcement. of the regime. · 
9.  The third element, concerning control of compliance with the Directive, relates to 
the establishment of a sy~tem for ensuring that the regime works in practice. Both 
in the case of inadequacy of facilities  and in the case of failure  by ships to  use 
them,  there must be  means of ensuring  ~at the provisions of the  Directive are 
applied.  It might  not .  be practically possible  to  Control  all  ships  which  do  not 
deliver their waste in ports. The niain tool for ensuring compliance by the ships, . 
therefore, will be spot-checks carried out by the authorities of the Member States  .. 
The latter would be informed about certain vessels which are not considered likely 
to  deliver  their  waste  or  which  have  not  complied  with  the  notification 
·requirements for  the purpose of establishing inspection priorities.  The inspector 
will not allow a ship which has not complied with the waste delivery requirements 
to proceeq to sea until delivery ·has taken place.  On the other hand,  ships which 
comply  with  the  Directive,  but  are ·unduly  delayed  because  of inadequacy  of 
reception facilities  shall have the right to  be compensated for  any losses thereby 
incurred.  · 
10~  . To conclude,  the Directive builds upon the obligations which all Member States 
have atready accepted under the Marpol 73/78 regime, but goes one step further 
by·addressing in detail  the  legal,  financial  and practical responsibilities between 
~e  different players involved in the delivery of waste and residues in ports. It was 
agreed at the  1992  UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de 
4 Janeiro that States shalLassess the need for enforcing the'M~ol  73/78-discharge 
provisions .more rigorously. 
3 Withiri .the Community such a need has been clearli 
recognised  and· the  Directive. is  an important  tool .in  implementing  the  Marpol 
73178 obligations in a harmonised way in Europe_,  - · 
11.  Various  efforts  to  ensure  the- effective  implementation  of Marpol  73178  have. 
indeed been introd~ced earlier; iii particular duiing the 1990's. The scope of those 
efforts has been at the  level of individual ports or individual States and even at a 
sub-regional level.  None of those initiatives, however, is as comprehensive as the 
regime  proposed  in this  Directive.  And  none· of  them  has  the  same  extensive 
geographical coverage. 
12.  The most notable. of the  sub~regional regimes referred to above is  the regime for 
·the  Baltic  Sea  adopted  within  the  framework  of the  Baltic  Strategy  for  Port 
Reception Facilities.· In March 1998 the Parties to -the  1974/1992 Convention for 
. the. Protection of the Marine  Environment in  the Baltic Sea Area,  including  the 
Community,  adopted  amendments  to  that  Convention  which,  upon  entry  into  · 
force, will introduce stringent disposal requirements for all ships visiting the ports 
in the Baltic Sea  .. This Directive has been developed with the compatibility of that 
·. regime in mind and.is not intended to  restrict .in any_ way the applicability of the 
Baltic approach in that area.·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  ' 
13.  Marine  pollution  by  its  very  nature  has  transboundary  implications  and  it  is 
therefore desirable  from· an  environmental  protection  perspective  to  involve  as 
many States as possible in a regime of this kjnd. An individual State, .let alone an 
individual port,  acting alone  only par:tly  reduces  ship-source  poll~:~tio~ within. its · 
waters,  smce, only a limited number of potential polluters will actually call at its 
ports. Regional action, on the other hand, may have a cOnsiderable .impact,  a5  it 
can be .  demonstrated that much of the  coastal ship-squrce pollution· in a specific 
·region ari$es from ships calling at ports in that region.  · 
Unilateral action in this area also has  the disadvantage of creating unfavourable  · · 
oompetition  conditions  for  the · port(s)  concerned .. Obviously,  initiatives  by 
individUal ports or_ States by  applying  a mandatory discharge principle or a fee 
system  imposing  additional  burdens  on  .  ships  .  risks  . endangering .. their 
competitiveness.-· Vigorous unilateral enforcement of sucb. regimes would probably . 
lead to·  diyersion of  traffic to olb.er neighbouring ports which have less stringent . 
requirements.  While it cannot be denied that a -Community  regim~. like the one 
proposed here,  has  Sll;Ch  effects  - most  evidently  in lhe peripheral_ areas ·Of the 
Community - the overall- riskS  of competitive disadvantage clearly decrease the 
. larger the region which applies uniform stanQards. 
Finally, a strict delivery regime like the one-proposed requires COD:Siderable  co-
. operation between neighbouring States in terms.of information ~uts  and eontrol·· 
procedures.  Within.  the  Community  such  instrUments  already_ exist  or ·  can  be , 
relatively  easily  created.  The .Gommunity  already  has  a  comprehensive -waste· 
_management  systein  m·  place  ·and. 1rls  Diiective ·.will· form  a  part,  thereof. · 
Additionally, other relevant international institutions, whether regional or global, · 
3Agenda 21 para. 17.30(a)(iii)' 
5 lack the  adequate  means  of supervising the  implementation of measures  of this 
kind. 
·Action at Community level therefore appears to be the most appropriate method of 
combating operational pollution by ships. 
6 I  ,  '/. 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE LEGISLATION 
14.  ·The purpose of the ligislation is to provide further protection of the marine . 
· environment from ship-source pollution by iinproving the availability and use of 
· port reception facilities ... 
JUSTIFICATION FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
15. a)  What are the.objectives· of-the envisaged action in relation to the obligations of 
the Community and what is the Community. dimension of the prol;>lem 
(fqr instance how many Member States are involved and what is the present 
solution)?. 
The Treaty provides for the establishment of  a common transport policy and the 
measures envisaged. to implement such a policy include measures to improve the. 
. protection of the marine environment from maritime activities. 
To. this  end,  the main objective of the  envisaged  action  is  to  harmonise  the 
. implementation of the il).ternational  provisions for  the protection of the marine 
environment in the Community, as contained in the lnternatjonal Convention for 
the. Protectio~ of  ·Pollution  from  Ships,  1973  as  modified  by  the  Protocol  of 
1978 relating thereto (Marpol 73/78) . .An improvement of the required facilities 
ashore for ships•  waste· is  required in order to  encourage  s~ips to ·deliver their 
ship-generated waste and cargo residues to  such facilities before proceeding· to 
sea  .. The obligations of ports are complemented by obligations ·for  ships to  use  ~  . 
those reception facilities. . .  -
' 
'  .  -
Although :not  all  Member States are concerned with the  obligation to  provide 
reception  faciliti~s due to  their lack of coastline _and  ports;  the  Directive will 
· affect all Member States· to a certain extent,  since all Member States have ships 
flying their flag. 
16. b)  Is the envisaged action solely the responsibility of the Con1muniiy or is the 
· responsibility shared w~th the Member States? 
It is a responsibility shared between the Community and the Member States. 
17. c)  What is the most'efficie~t solution taking into~ccountthe resources of the 
Community and tlie Member States?  ·  ·.  · 
In view  of the  internal market dimension of maritime  transport,· an action  at 
Community·level is  the oilly possible way to protect ~e  marine environinent in 
Community waters while reducing the distortion of competition between ports. · 
18. d)  What is the concrete added value of the action envisaged by the Community and 
what .would be the cost of inaction?  - - . 
.  ' 
The  Co~unity  has  a·  major  interest  i~  the  protection  of· the  marine 
·environment and the~;efore in the provision· of port reception. facilities for ships' 
waste  and  residues  and  the 'delivery  of such  wastes  and  residu~s  to those 
facilities. 
7 ... · Appropriate  rules- have  been  initiated  at  international  level.  However,  these 
rules  allow  for  a  different  implementation. at  national  level,  for  example  the 
· setting_ of fee  systems  for  the  delivery  of waste,  and  do  not  involve  stringe_nt 
delivery conditions to be met before ships are allowed to proceed to sea.  . 
The costs  of no  action would  be  further  pollution which  causes,  especially  in 
enclosed sea areas, seriousdamage to the marine environment including marine 
ecosystems.  Also,  no  action  wou~d  maintc;tin  the  distortion  of  competition 
between  ports  in  relation  to  services  provided  and  fee  systems  used  for  the 
delivery  of ships'  waste  to  shore  reception  facilities.  Furthermore,  inaction 
would do nothing to overcome the existing problems ships experience in finding 
adequate port reception facilities in European ports.  ..  ' 
19. e)  What forms of actions are available to the Community? (recommendation, 
financial assistance, regulation, mutual recognition} 
· International agreements have resulted iii rules which are difficult to  enforce in 
relation  to  the  protection  of the . marine  environment.  Iri  addition,·  different 
implementation in the  Member States,  especially regarding the  fee  systems  for 
·port  reception  facilities,  creates  a  distortion  of competition  between. ports. 
Hence  it  is  necessary  to  introduce binding measures,  either  in  the  form  of a 
Directive  or a  Regulation.  By  embodying  a  broad  Community  system  in  an · 
enforceable legislative framework, divergent n~tional measures can be.avoided. 
20. f)  Is uniform legislation necessary or does a Directive setting th~ general 
objectives and leaving the execution to the Member States suffice? 
In accordance with  the  subsidiarity  principl~, a Directive will  be  sufficient as 
this  will  establish  co~on requirements· at  Corrimunity  level  to  ensure  the 
harmonised implementation and enforcement of internationally agreed rules and 
principles for the protection of the marine environment, while leaving the choice 
of practical and technical procedures for  their implementation to  each Member 
State. 
In.  domg so,  this  Directive makes  each. -Member  State responsible for  deciding 
on the implementation tools which best fit its internal 'system.  · 
8 ·CONTENT OF THE COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
21.  .  The ·Directive forms a part of the overall <;orrimunity  Waste· Policy. ·.Jt imposes 
an  obligation  on all  ports  to  provide  adequate  reception  facilities· for  ship-
generated waste. and .cargo residues  ..  The facilities  shall  meet the  needs  of the 
ships-rising them without causing undue delay.  · 
·Waste  reception  and  handling  plans  are· seen  as  an  important  tool  for  the 
improveiiJ.ent· of the  provision  o(f~cilities for  ships'- waste  in  port&:.  Adequate 
facilities  can  only  be  provided if there  is ·a  full  and  constructive  dialogue  · 
between the port, harbour authority or marina and the regular users about whiGh 
facilities should be provided in order to meet their ne~ds for· types and quantities 
.of waste,  and for  any  other special requirements.  The need for port reception· 
facilities.may  change considerably  over .time.  The type and  volume  of traffic· 
using a particular port is  also  subject to  change.  For port waste  reception and 
·handling planning to  remain up-to-date,  it  is  necessary to set dates  for forrilal  -
reviews.  These  should .be  undertaken  every  th,ree  years, ·although  significant 
developments or. changes within the port may prompt an earlier review. 
22.  The main tool for preventing ships from discharging their ship-generated waste 
at sea is the principle of mandatory delivery, meaning that any rnaster of a ship 
_which  has  not  delivered -all  ship-generated  waste  in the port.·must_ be_  able  to 
demonstrate that non-delivery was  legitimate.  If  ·this  cannot be done,  the  ship '  _· 
will not be allowed· to proceed to sea untjl delivery has  takeri place.  This rule  · 
shall  apply  to  all  ships  calling· at  a .Community  port.  Waste  is  generated  OIL· 
board all  ships,  therefore  the  delivery  prin<;iple  applies  to  every  category of. · 
ship, ~hether engaged in commercial or recreational-activities .. 
.  .  .  - '  '  .  .  .  .  . 
For logistical purposes the operators of the facilities _need advance notice of the 
use  of the  facilities  in  order  to  avoid  undue  delay  to  ships.  The  Directive 
therefore includes a notification obligation· for  ships .  and ,includes a  mod~l form· 
which specifies the  infomi:ation ·to be provided.·· For practical reasons,  fishing 
.. vessels and recreational cra:ft are excluded· from this obligation. 
Also  the .  establishment of fee systems  for  the  chargmg  for  delivery  of ship-
generated  waste  to  a  port  reception  facility  shall  be  based  on  colhmon 
principles. The prmcipies adopted exclude the 'direct' fee system m  which only 
~  the users of the facilities share the costs.  .  ·  · 
Ships  regularly  calling  at ports at short  intervals  may  be exempte,d  from  the 
obligations above if they have arrangemen,ts which  ensure that waste is delivered 
in one of their regular ports of  calL  - ·  ·  · 
The delivery of cargo residues  is  dealt with by  reference to the  provisions of 
Marpol 73178.  .  ·  ·  · 
-9 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Article r 
This Article defines the pUrpose of the Directive: to protect the marine environment by . 
improving  the. availability  and use  of facilities  in  p~rts for  ship-generated waste  and 
cargo residues. 
Article 2 
This Article contains the definitions of the key concepts of the Directiv:e. Tbe Directive 
strives, as  far as  possible, to ensure consistency with defmitions in. international legal 
instruments such as Marpol 73178 and existing EC legislation in the maritime field. 
· Paragraph 1:  Th~  term 'ship' is-very broadly defmed so as to inClude all kinds of ships, 
from the smallest leisure boat to  the biggest  supertanker~  Recreatio~al craft in many 
areas cause significant pollution of the marine environnient and it is therefore important 
to include them within the scope of the  Dir~ctive. Restrictions in the application of the 
Directive are, where appropriate, laid down in the different operational articles. 
- ~  . 
Paragraph 2 defmes Marpol 73178 
Paragraph 3: The definition of 'ship-generated -waste'  is  related to Marpol 73178  and, 
more  specifically,  its. Annexes· I  on oil and V  on garbage.  In addition,  the detailed 
definition-of cargo-associated waste in the Guidelines for the implementation of Annex· 
V of Marpol 73178  is  included._ Cargo.,.associated waste refers to matters like dunnage; 
· shoring, pallets, lining, packing materials, plywood, paper, cardboard, wire and steel 
strapping etc.' and  is  therefore regarded as  waste which may  be illegally discharged 
into  the  sea,  though not being  'ship~generated' in the  strict sense.  It therefore  falls  . 
within the scope of the Direc,tive.  Sewage;  on the other hand,  is  not included in the 
definition.  This is  because Annex IV··of Marpol 73178. which regulates sewage is  p.ot 
yet in force internationally and since, even if it were in force, discharge of sewage is, . 
.  · subject to certain oonditions, .in most cases permitted in sea areas beyond 12 nautical 
miles  from  the_  ~oast.  fu  this  respect the  scope· of the  Directive  will  have  to  be 
reconsidered when the outcome of· the ongoing revision of Annex IV··of Marpol 73178 
at the IMO is known.  .  · 
Paragraph 4:  'Cargo residues' refers· to remnants of any material which is carried as 
cargo. This also inCludes  any spillage which· may occur· during loading ·and unloading. · 
procedures. The common pract'ice_ of removing such spillage by washing it :over~board 
·  at sea _is  harmful to the environment and the Directive therefore addresses this problem. 
ParagraphS:  'Port reception facility' is broadly defined in order to cover every facility 
which is used for this purpose. Since floating and other mobile reception facilities are 
included in the scope of  tlie  Directive,  the term 'port reception facility'  is  preferred 
over 'shore reception facility'. 
.  . 
Paragraphs 6 & 7:  The definition of 'fishing vessel'  is  taken directly  from Council 
.  :;··;.;:>ir~ctive  97170/EC  setting. up a harmonised safety  regime for  fishing  vessels  of 24 
10 , metres  in  length  and  over
4
,  whHe  the  defmition  of .'recreatiomil  craft' .  is  a  shorter. 
-version of the one in Directive 94/25/EC on the approximation of the laws,  regulations 
arid· administrative provisions of .the  Member  States  relating  to  recreational 9rafts.  The 
·  two defmition:s are relevant iii this Directive for  the purpose of excluding them from the 
notification obligation and for  leaving Member States a degree o(  flexibility  in applying 
the enforcement regime to the tWo categories of vessel. 
.  .1:~:'/  .  ..  ' 
Paragraph 8: '-'Port' is defined as broadly as possible, and the  definitio~ does not allow 
. for-any restriction.' 
Paragraph 9 clarifies that this Directive. forms an integral part of the Community waste 
. management policy. 
Article 3 
.·  .  ..  .  ~  : 
This Article defines the scope of application ·of the Directive. It covers Jlll ships  ca~ling 
at,  and. operating within Coriunun!ty' portS,· the  sole exception being ships p'rotected by· 
immunity. It is-obvious, that in order for the regime to  be workable it has  to cover all 
ships,  irrespective  of  their  flag.  ·This·  is  true  both .from  a  competition  and  ~n 
\  }  _:  ' 
· environmental  protection· perspective.  Marpol  73178  has  been  widely  ratified  by  the 
woi'ld' s maritime States and every merchant ship is expected to 'ineet the requirements 
·of that  Convention. ·The  reason for  excluding  State~owned ·ships .  on  non-comniercial 
'  .  \  . 
service.is that such-ships  are excluded from the  application of most relevant treaties, . 
including  Marpol 73178  and  Part·  XII  of the  1982  United  Nations  Convention on the 
Law of the  Sea,  meaning  that .the  ·enforcement  With  respect  to  those  ships  could  be 
compliCated.  As  regards the  substantive obligations of ships, however,  it is  clear that 
such  sliips  should  comply  with  the  requirements  of  the Directive.  From  an 
environmelltal or moral point of view' there' is certainly no reason for treating' warships 
and State-owned ships on non:commercial service differently from commercial vessels. 
The normal passage in maritime ·treaties,. providing that such ships should,  so· far as is 
reasonable and practicable, act' in a manner consistent with the relevant provisions,  is 
-therefore expected to apply in the context of this Directive as well. 
'The inclusion of all ships within. the scope of' the Directive by necessity implies that all 
ports should be  included as  well.  Consequently,  all- types  of harbours,  terminals  and 
.installations,  fishing  ports  and marinas  are. covered-,  with  the ·potential  exclusion of 
-ports which are exclusively used for military vessels .. 
Article 4 
\\ ..  'c.. 
The obligation,  which already  exists  under. Marpol  73178,  for  S-tates  to provide port 
reception facilities ·which· are adequate to meet the needs of the ships rising them is here 
brought within the scope 9f Community Jaw. The delivery of waste and residues from 
ship to shore  sho~ld not h_amper·the normal commercial activities of ships or otherwise 
4 Council Pirective97nO!EC of 1'1  December.1997 setting up a bnrionised safety regime for fishing 
vessels of24 metres in length and over, OJ No. L 034, p.l, 9.2.1998. 
5 Directive 94/25/EC of  the European Parliament and of  the Council.of16 June 1994 on the approximation of 
the laws, regulations and administrative provisionS of  the Member States r~lating to recre.atioruil craft, OJ  No. 
L 164, p. 15,.30.6.1994.  '  .  · .  .  ... 
11 discourage  the  use  of the  facilities.  'Adequate'  should  be  seen  in ·the  context of the 
whole Directive and  the  concept therefore includes,  inter alia,  proper waste reception 
and handling planning, clear notification guidelines and adequate final treatinent of the 
waste and residues. Facilities and services shall be available at any time a ship needs to 
u~:e thein, provided that the Master has given adequate prior notification.  , 
The  wide  range  of  'ports',·  however,  may  justify  certain  exceptions  to  this 
interpretation:  It  is  not  reasonable,.  for  instance,_  to  require  marinas ·which  are 
exclusiyely used for pleasure craft purposes to _offer a 24 hours waste reception service 
and the same may apply in other small ports, Similarly, it might not be necessary for a · 
small  port  which  is  located  close  to  a  well-equipped  port  to  provide  all  reception  · 
·services  itself,  if the  ship  may  reasonably  be  expected to  use the  neighbouring port's 
facilitfes instead. Reasonableness is thus a key feature of this article,· and should also be 
reflected in the provision of facilities for cargo residues. The need for facilities capable 
-of  receiving cargo residues obviously depends on the type of ships which use that port. 
In  this  respect  the  principal  purpose  of this  article  is  to  ensure  that  ports  provide -
receptipn facilities  which  are  adequate  for  receiving  wastes  and ·residues  from  ships 
which normally use the port. 
The third paragraph seeks to ensure uniformity in the formats of reporting inadequaCies 
pf reception facilities  to  port States.  When the  master,  shipowner or agent wishes  to 
challenge the adequacy of any reception facility, procedures and formats, such as those 
currently being developed at the Marine Environment Protection Committee of IMO, 
shmild be followed.  These, or similar guidelines, will be incorporated in the Directive 
at a later stage. 
Article 5 
.  .  .  .  . 
Waste  reception and  handliQ.g  planning  is  one  of the  key  features  of the  Directive. 
Through this process each individual port has the possibility, and indeed the obligation, 
to evaluate the adequacy  of its  own reception facilities  in light of the  needs  of ships 
. using that· port.  The plans  should reflect the  best waste management practice and the 
common elements of such plans,  whi~h are listed in Annex I. will be tailor-made for 
the specific circumstances prevailing in each individual port  ..  .  .  . 
The obligation to  develop  a waste reception and handling plan concerns  e~ery  .port. 
While ports used for  commercial traf:fic  are expected to  develop plans  which include 
the full range of information indicated in Annex I, .the word 'appropriate' iii paragraph 
1 indicates that the plans of small ports used only by recreational craft· might be more 
limited in scope.  For a small marina the purpose of this plan may  well be served by· 
enumerating the existing fetcilities  anq their·  utili~ation, 'services and contact details on 
· no  mor~ than one  page,  possibly even as  part of  the municipality waste management 
plan. 
Planning for  waste  reception and  handling is  an on-going· process and apart froin the 
initial approval of the .plan by the_designated authority <>f the Member State, ·there is a · 
need  for  continuous  monitoring. and  evaluation of the  adequacy  of the  facilities.  The 
frequency of re-assessment of the formal plan will depend on individual ports, but will 
be done at least every three years,- or after significant changes in the operation of the 
12 port.  ·  Commehts  and  complaints  regarding  the  facilities  will  obviously  form  an 
irriportant part of the assessment o~.the adequacy of the facilities. 
Article 6 
· Article 6 ensures that advance notice· of the use of reception Iacilities is given by ships 
. bound  for  ports· located  in  the  European  Community.  This  notification ·has  a  dual 
purpose.  On  the.  one· hand,  adequate  notification  is  a  prerequisite  for  the  proper 
planning of availability of facilities  in the. port. On the other hand, notification is  also 
. used as ·a tool in the  Directive~s enforcement  regime~ The information contained in the 
notification,  as. laid down in  Annex  II,  is designed  to  serve both purpqses. Given tbe 
dual  purpose,  however,  the  addressee of the  information  may  vary.  While  In  some 
· cases the port _authoritY mfght be the body which is best placed to receive and examine 
the· Information,· in· other cases  it might be  more  appropriate  to  send the  information 
directly  to  the  provider  of  the  facilities.  Article  6  does.  not  impose  a  spedfic 
information route for  this  purpose,  but  leaves~ a degree of discretion for  the  Member 
States to consider which method and what bodies best fulfil their specific !leeds in this 
respect. Some. form of  notification of'ardval to tpe port is already common practice for 
merchant vessels aiui the port authority may therefore be the most appropriate body to 
inform the masters of  the addressees of the notification information. 
In .this context  reference  should  also  be  made  to Article  12.l.d,  in  which  Member · 
States  are .  required to  ensure  that  this  information  is  appropiiately  examined  and  to 
-Article  11.1  which  stipulates ·that  ships  which  have  not'  adequately  complet~d the 
notification form s_hall be particular targets· for inspection. The article does not  ~pell out  ·.· 
which ·body should submit that information to the inspecting authority, but it might be 
assumed that in mo~t  cases the port authority will be the most appropriate bo,dy for tQ,is 
p~ose. 
In  order  to ·ensure  the  smoothness· of  the  provlSlon  of reception  facilities,  the. 
notification has to be 1;nade well in adyance.ln this context; the 24 hour limit, which is 
widely used fer arrival notiCe,  is consideredtobe appropriate~ The reference to proper 
notification in Article 12.1 :g on compensation for undue delay should serve as a 'further 
incentive for masters to-comply with ~e  obligation to notify.  · 
The information which has been notified to the next port of call shall l;>e  ke~i  ,on board 
and  be made  available  to .  the  authorities  of the' Member State  in  which that port is 
located upon request. ,  ·  · 
Fishing  vessels .  and 'recreational craft are excluded  from  the  requirement  of advance 
·notification.  · 
Article 7. 
·Article 7 introduces the so-called man&itory  deliv~ry  ·principle. The term. 'delivery' is 
used  rather than  'disposal'  because  the  latter teim is  used  specifically,  in European 
legislation, to denote final disposal'of waste with~  an over-all waste management plan.' 
In. the context of this _Directive  'disposal' only· refers to the ultimate destiiiatfon of the 
waste' or residue after it has been delivered to. the. reception facility.  . 
l3 ' Under  this  article,  the  general  rule, ·is  that all  ships  calling  at·  a Comniunity port are 
obliged  to  deliver  all  ship-generated  waste  to  a port  reception  facility.  However,  it 
might not be either appropriate or fe~sible to require such delivery for all ships at every· 
port call. Member States may therefore provide for exceptions to this main rule in cases 
where the master can demonstrate that the  ship  has  sufficient storage capacity for  all . 
ship-generated waste  that will  be  accumulated  during  the  forthcoming  voyage.  More 
stringent exceptions, such as  those adopted within the framework for  the protection of 
the  marine  environment of the· Baltic  Sea,  are  consequently  also  possible  under  this 
Article.  The  fundamental  implicat,on  of the  mandatory  discharge  principle  is  that 
whenever a ship does not deliver all]its ship-: generated waste to a port reception facility' 
the onus of demonstrating the  legit~acy of non-delivery lies with the master. 
Article 8 
This article addresses the fees  associated with the delivery of ship-generated ,  waste to 
'  port reception  fac~lit~es. Paragraph jl  sets .out  the  general  ~rinciple, building  u~o~ the 
'polluter pays'  prmctple,  or,  more !accurately,  the  'potential polluter pays'  prmctple. 
Costs related to the delivery and furfb.er treatment of the waste shall be covered by fees 
··from ships..  - ' 
In paragraph  2,  certain  principles  for  the  cost  recovery  systems  are  laid  down. 
Subparagraph (a)' contains the main; rule that ·an ships  shall contribute substantially in 
the costs, irrespective of actual use 0f the-facilities. This principle thus clearly endorses 
the so-called  ~no special fee' system[ whereby all ships calling at the port pay the  v,~aste 
fee.  Subparagraph (b)  gives some r9om for  a fee  system where amounts and types  of 
wastes actually delivered of· are also taken into account.  This might· be necessary in a 
'no special fee' system in cases where exceptional quantities of waste are delivered, but 
it also makes possible the so-called :'combined' system where the fee  is composed of a 
general fee  which all ships pay an4 an additional  fee  which  is  dependent on amounts 
actually  de~ivered.· The  appropriate  dividing  line  between  the.  two  systems  in  a 
combined system, that is, the  questi~n Of how big a part of the total fee .shall.be borne 
by all  ships,  is  left open in this paragraph in order to  allow the Member. States some 
flexibility. The word 'substantially'; however,  indicates that the part of the  ~osts to be 
shared by all ships must be considerable and have a real effect of recovering the overall 
costs.  In addition,  wh~tever fee  system is  chosen,  the  basic requirement,  that  is  that , 
cost recovery systems have to enco1,1rage  the delivery of ship-generated waste to shore 
and provide no incentive to discharge waste at sea, has to be met.  .  .  '  i 
The 'direct' fee  syste~. in. which  o~y the. users of the· facilities. pay,, is  thus· in effect 
excluded,  since such a system can ·never constitute an  enc~uragement for  delivery  in  . 
ports.  · 
In paragraph (c) a third principle allows for  reguctions to the fees for  'environmentally 
friendly'.  ships.  In· this context,  ri.q  detailed  guidelines  are  given  as  to  what sh6uld 
constitute  such  determining  factors! ..  Member' States  might have  differing  needs  and 
priorities in this respect.  It is  clear;  however,  that at  least compliance with voluntary 
· environmental standards ·which are agreed upon internationally or at a European level 
. should constitute an important factor in making any such determination. 
14 Safeguards· to ,ensure that the  fee  systems are fair,  transparent and  non-discriminatory 
are inc~uded in the last paragraph/of the Article. 
If, despite  these  common  principles,. a  situation  were  to  arise,  where  fee. systems 
-established under this Article proved to  have adverse effects on competition-or trading 
·patterns  betw~en ports or Member States,  the Commission may  remedy  the ·situation, 
through -.the powers granted to it in the Treaty. Therefore, competition matters are not 
explicitly addressed in this Article. 
Article 9 
A sizeable percentage of the ships calling-at Conimunity ports are engaged in scheduled 
traffic with frequent  a_nd  regular port calls,  such ·as 'ferries,  short sea -liners  etc.  Th~ 
patterns  of stich  ships,  as  far  as  the  need  for  reception  facilities  is  concerned,  are · 
usually predictable and they often have longer-term arrangements with a. certain port on 
their -itinerary which ensure that all ship-generated waste is properly d:elivered, There is. 
therefore no immediate reason for covering such ships in the. regime of ship-generated 
waste  under  this  Dlrectiv~.  provided- that  Member  States  are  assured  that  the  . 
arrangement with the port the ship !lSes  fot w~ste delivery  is  workable and  that there . 
are no  incentives for the masters of those ships to discharge any  waste at sea.  Whether 
arrangements with ports in third States may._be accepted in this  context will· depend on-
the general policy of the  Meml;>er  State and on each individual case·.  It 1s  left for  the 
Member  States. to  judge whether  such  arrangements- are  reliable enough to  admit  an 
exemption. It is  clear, however, that even ships which· are exempted under this article 
may- not  proceed_ to  sea -if  the  master  fails  to  demonstrate ·that -the- storage ·capaCity 
referred to in  Article .7 .2 is :sufficient.  -
Article 10-
'; 
The delivery of cargo -residues  is dealt with by  reference to  existing obligations under 
Marpoi 73178.- Hence, the Marpol obligations will become part of Community law and- -
the possibilities of ensuring compliance with them will. be  improved.- Apart from this _ 
Article, caigo residues are explicitly or implicitly included in ·a number of provisions of  .  -
the Directive, including the articles· on  provision of facilities,  notification,· enforcement 
. and waste reception aild handlirig planning. However, the mandatory delivery principle 
and the harmonisation of fee. systems only_ cover- ship-generated waste. -The_ reasons forr 
not  _including  cargo -residues -within  those  schemes  relate  to-- the  very. -different  . 
comm~rcial nature  of  cargo  residues _and  ship=-generated  waste.  While  the .latter  is 
generated  by  the  operation of. the  ship  and  therefore  'belongs'  to  the  ship,  cargo 
- materials remain the -property  of cargo interests and  arrangements ·for  ensuring - and 
P.aying  for  - delivery of residues  are normally dealt with  by -the cargo  interests.  Tpe 
· considerable variations in the nature and value of substances which are carried as cargo 
on  board  a  ship  aiso  renders  ·any.  standardisation  of  rules  for  _  their · delivery 
impracticable;  ' 
Article ll_ 
15 
,-Since it  is  acknowledged that it might not be feasible  to  inspect all  ships_ calling at a 
port for  the  purpose  of this  Directi';'e,  the  main tool  for  ensuring ships'  compliance 
with  the  Directive  is  spot  checks.  Such  spot' checks  cari  be  undertaken  within  the 
existing  port State  control  regime,  but cannot be limited  to  that  regime,  inter alia, 
because port State control inspections· only cover ships flying the flag  of a State other 
than the port State.  Although not all  ~hips are required to be inspected, Member States 
must  ensure  that  a  sufficient  number  of inspections  are  carried  out  to  ensure  that 
.  I 
compliance with the  Directive  is  adequately  monitored.  Therefore,  in  selecting  ships 
for  inspection,  attention  should  in  p~rticular be paid those  which have  not  complied 
with  the  notification  obligation,  or:  for  which  the  examination  of the  notification 
information (as  required by Article 12.1.d) has revealed inaccuracie-s.  This, of course, 
necessitate~ that the  inspecting  authority' or authorities  are appropriately  informed of 
such ships.  The cooperation between authorities of the Member States is  addressed in 
Article  12.1.c.  As  far. as . the  inspections  which  are  undeitaken  under  Directive 
95/21/]3C
6 are concerned, the  detaile~ extent of this regime and the target factor of the 
relevant  ships  will  be  specified  witpin  the  regime  under  that  Directive  before  the 
deadline for implementation of this D'irective is reached.  .  I  - .  .  . 
The main rule of enforcement is  simple. If  the· ship ·is  found  not to be  in  compliance 
with  the  national  rules· adopted  under  Articles  7  and  10,  it  shall ·not be  allowed  to 
proceed to sea up.til it has fulfilled its obligations. Paragraph 2 makes it clear-that if the 
master .  of a ship fails  to demonstrate. that the ship can proceed to the next port of call 
with sufficient waste storage capacity', the ship shall be prevented from leaving the port 
before having delivered its' ship-gen~rated waste. If  a Member State  ~hooses to  apply 
less permissive exceptions to Article [7 .1, those· national rules shall consequently apply 
for the purpose of the enforcement regime as well . 
. I 
In cases where it  can.b~ shown that aj ship has left a  port without having. complied with 
Articles 7 and 10, it shall be subject to appropriate penalties according to Article 13. In 
addition, the next port of call. (if  within the Community) shall be  informed thereof and 
the  vessel  shall  be  subjected  to  a  IllOre  detailed  inspection  as ·defined  in  Directive 
95/21/EC in that port. 
-Fishing_ vessels and recreational craft;,  which are not covered_ by the present port State 
control  regime,  will  be· subject  to  enforcement  mechanisms  adopted  'to  the  extent 
· required'.  I 
Article 12  I 
This article lists a set· of accompanying measures which should contribute to a coherent 
and efficient implementation of  the provisions of the Directive.  .  ., 
They include: 
·providing proper information !to masters and others concerned· by  the Directive 
.  I 
on their obligations under thi,s  D~rective and  ensuring that they  observe  those 
obligations;  ·  I  .  · 
I 
-----'----_-----.  - !  -
6 Council Directive 95/21/EC of 19 June  199~ concerning the enforcement, in respect of  shipping using 
Community ports and sailing in the waters under the jurisdiction of  the Member States, of  intematio!lal 
standards for ship safety, pollution prevention and shipboard living and wo~king  conditions (port State 
control), OJ Not 157, 7.7.1995, p.  1. 
16 · . · designation of appropriate authorities or boqies for perf9rrt1ing  functions under 
t)le Directive;  ·  · 
- ·  ··co-operation betw-een the authorities. and  p~rsons involved in order  _to  ensure the 
effective implem~ntation of the  Pirectiv~; 
· adequate examination of the  iii.formation ·provided to ports  in  accordance with 
the notification procedure;  .  ·  -
.  elimination of costly and time-consuming 'formalities in connection with <;lelivery  . 
of waste and residue.s;  ·  ·  · · 
submission  of  copies  _of  complaints  regarding ·reception  facilities  to·  the 
Commission; 
establishment of appropriate procedures  for  compensation of ships  Which  are 
unduly  delayed due  to· inadequacy  of reception· facilities  or.  procedures.  Such 
co:mpens'!-tion  is ·linked ·to  the proper notification of use of facilities and should · 
also be seen in the context ofArticle4.2; and  - . 
compliance with existing -Community _legislation in relation to further trea~erit 
of  delivered waste and residues.  ·  ·  ·  · 
· ·Paragraph 2 exempts ship-generated waste and cargo residues delivered in a poit from  ' 
any obligation for Customs declaration under the Community Customs ·code. 
.  /.  . 
Paragraph  3  indicates  the 'on-going  natUre  of the  process · Of  ensuring  adequate 
information is collated to facilitate identificatipn of s~ips which do not. comply with the 
provisions of the Directive. _Further actions in: this respect might be needed in the future. 
and  the  paragraph  lays  down  a  duty  of co-operation  of Member· States  and · the 
Commission to find appropriate soJutions. 
Article 13 
This Article oblige~ Member States to lay down a system of penalties for the 'breach of 
national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive and to ensure that those penalties · 
·  ~e  applied. .  ·  ·  ·  · 
Article 14 
The  Committee  instituted  under  Article  12  · of  Council. Directive  93175/EEC  is-
incorporated in this article, which also describes the procedure which must be followed 
when the Directive refers to Committee procedures. 
· -··Article 15 
This Article· allows  the Commission to amend  this  Directive;·: in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 14,  to  ensure the  application,  for  th.e· purpose of this 
pirective,  -of  a_ny  subsequent  amendmentS  to  the  ._international  Conventions· or. 
Community instruments which may enter into for~e after the adoption of this Directive;  .  .  ' 
17' as  well  as  with  IMO  resolutio.ns  r~cognised as  being  important  under  the  regime 
established by this Directive. 
Article 16, 17, 18 and 19 
No comments.  · ·  t. 
Annexes 
Annex I  contains. requirements for the development of the waste reception and handling' 
,  plans referred to  in Article 5.  It contains a part which has to be completed by all ports 
and more det_ailed information to be provided by commercial ports.  · 
' 
Annex IT is a model form for providing the notification which Article 6 requires to be · 






Proposal for a Council  Directive on Port Reception Facilities for ship-:generated 
waste. and cargo residues from ships  ·  · 
,. 
THE.CQUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing· the  European  ~ommunity, and in particular  . 
Article 84(2) thereof,  .  . ·  .  ·  ·  /.  - .  ' 
H~ving regard .to the propo~al from the Commission, 
Acting· in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 189(  c) of the Treaty,. . 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Cominittee; 
·Having regard to the opinion of tbe Committee of  Regio~:  · 
.  ·.  .  .  .  .  . 
1.  ·Whereas · Community  policy  on  the  environment  aims  at  a  high  level  of 
· protection; whereas it  is based on  -the precautionary principle and the principles 
that the polluter should pay and that preventative ac~ion should be taken;  . 
2.  Whereas Commumty action in the sector of maritime tranSport should aim for 
the reduction of pollution of the oceans; whereas this can be achieved through 
compli~ce  with_  international · conventions,  . codes  · and  resolutions  while 
·maintaining the freedoms of navigation and the provision of  se~vices; 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
3.  Wpereas the Community is  seriously concerned about the pollution from ships  · 
of the  seas  and coastlines of  the  Member. States,  and  cons~quently about the 
implementation of International-Convention for the· Prevention of Pollution from 
· Ships~-1973, as modified by the Protocol of Pn8 relating-thereto (Marpoi 73178); 
whereas  all  Member  States ·have  ratified  and. implemented  the  Marpol  7'5178 · 
· Convention;  .  ,  ·  · 
4. ·  Whereas Marpol 73178 regulates what \Vastes can be discharged from ships into. 
the marine environment;' whereas  Marpol 73178also requires  States Parties to  .· 
- ensure the provision of adequate reception facilities in ports; 
.  ..  '  '  . 
5.  Whereas action at Coiillilunity level is the most effective way of establishing a 
common  minimUm  level·  of .  environmental  standards . for  ships  .  and.  ports 
throughout the· Community; 
6.  ·  Whereas,  _in  view. of 'the  subsidiarity  principle,  a .Council  Directive  is  tlie 
appropriate legal instrument as it provides a fr~ework  for the Member States' 
uniform and compulsory application of environmental standards, while  l~ving ·· 
each ·Member State the right to decide  which implementation tools best fit its 
internal ~system; ·  ·  .  , 
7.  · Whereas  the  Community  has.  a  major  interest  in  the . esiablishment  of · 
harinonised reception facilities ·for ship-generated waste and cargo resid~es;  · 
8.  Whereas !}le main pillar of Community  action is t~ improve maritime safety and 







operators, vessels and crews from Community waters, irrespective of the flag of 
. the ships;  ; 
Whereas,  in its  Resolution of:8 June  1993  on a common policy on safe seas
7
, 
the  Council  included  the  improvement  of availability  and  use  of reception 
facilities within the Community among its priority actions;-
Whereas the (2ouncil adopted >Directive 95/2f/EC on 19 June 1995  concerning 
the enforcement,  in  respect of shipping using Community ports and  sailing in · 
the  waters  under  the  jurisdiction  ·of  the  Member  States,  of  international 
standards for ship safety, pollution prevention and shipboard living and working 
conditions (port State control)
8 by which ships posi.ng an unreasonable 'threat of 
harm to the marine environme*t may not proceed to sea; 
Whereas pollution of the seas by its very nature.has transboundary implications; 
whereas the development for preventative action as regards the seas is best done 
at  Community  level,  since  M~mber States  cannot take  adequate  and  effective 
action in isolaticn;  - :  · 
; 
,  '  I 
Whereas the proteGtion of the tnaririe environment can be enhanced by reducing 
-discharges into the sea of  ship~generated waste and cargo residues; whereas this 
can be implemented by improv'ing the availability and use of recepti9n facilities; 
whereas  it  can  also  be  implemented  by  improving  enforcement  against 
deliberate polluters; 
Whereas  in  the  interest  of 1 improving  pollution . prevention  and  avoiding 
distortion of competition  the  environmental  requirements  should .  apply  to  all 
ships,  irrespective -of  the  flag  they  fly;  whereas  adequate  reception  facilities 
shall  be  made  available  in  all  ports  of the  Community;  whereas  adequate 
reception facilities will not cause undue delay to ships using them; 
'  . 
Whereas  port  reception  facilities  should  meet  the  needs  of ·users,  from  the 
_  largest merchant  ship  to  the  smallest pleasure craft,  and  of the  environment; 
whereas  adequate  facilities  can  only  be  determined  if there  is  a  full  and 
co11:5tructive  dialogue  between  the  port  authority,  the  provider  of reception 
facilities  and  all  the  users  o~ the  port;  whereas  planned  waste  management 
provides  a mechanism  for  thi~ dialogue to  op.erate  effectively  to  improve  the 
provision and ·use  of poit rec~ption facilities;  whereas  it shall be ensured that 
plans should be relevant and up to date; 
! 
Whereas the effectiveness in p}ovidtng port reception facilities can-be ·improved 
}?y  requiring vessels to  notify  ~uthorities of the Member-States of their need to 
use reception facilities;  where~s this  information will also provide information 
for effectively planned waste rpanagement;  whereas this notification shall be in 
a  standard  format  for  all  the  Community;  whereas  this  information  can  be 
included in the normal notification from ships to port; whereas this notification · 
should only be made by  v~ssel$ other than fishing vessels-and recreational craft; 
7 OJ No C 271, 7. 10. 1993, p.  1. 
8 OJ No L 157, 7. 7. 1995, p. 1. 
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' 16.  Whereas ships ·should not discharge- ship--generated  waste at sea;  whereas  this 
should be achieved by requiring all ships to deliver their waste to port reception . 
facilities; whereas exceptions to this rule may be made if it can be demonstrated 
that there is sufficient storage capacity for  ail· ship-ge~erated waste that will be 
accumulated during the next stage oftheyoyage ofthe ship;  . 
17.  Whereas  high  fees  charged  for  using  port'  reception facilities  can  provide  a' 
J8. 
. disincentive t9 use these facilities; whereas Member States should ensure that the 
fee· for  using  reception_ facilities  encourages· the  delivery  of waste  to  ports; 
whereas all ships should contribute substantially in the costs for the reception: and 
handling of ship-generated waste; whereas· additional fees may be imposed with 
respect to  qtiantiti~s and types  of waste  actually delivered by a  ship;  whereas 
.charges  for  using  these  facili~ies  should  be- fair,  non-discriminatory.  and 
transparent; . · 
whereas vessels engaged 'iri  regular or scheduled. port visits  -~ay  ·be. exempted 
from notifying and contributing to port reception facilities; whereas an exemption 
should only be· given ~here  there iscle¥ evidencethat the ship is fully complying 
· with the requi~ements of  this Directive; ..  - .  - . 
19.  Whereas  cargo  residues  should  be  delivered  to  port  reception  facilities  in 
accm:dance with Marpol 73/78; whereas any fee for such d¢livery shall be borne  ·. 
by the user ofthe r.eception facility;  ·  · 
20~  Whereas inspecti~ns shall be undertaken in order to verify compliance with tli1s .  · 
:Qirective; whereas the number of  such inspections. shall be suffic;ient to deter non-
compliance with the Directive; whereas ships which have not complied with. the 
notification obligation should comprise a particular target group for inspection; 
whereas ships shall not be  _permitted to leave the port until compliance with the 
delivery requirements is estabiished; whereaS if there is evidence that a ship has -
not  cotnplied  with  those requirements  it  shall  be  subject  to  sanctions  in · 
accordance with the Directive and also subject to a more detailed inspection in the_ 
next port of call;,  wherea.S  control  procedures  should  also  ens\lfe -that  fishing, 
vessels and recreational craft 'also comply with this. Directive,; · 
21.  · Whereas Member States shall ensure that masters, providers of  reception facilitfes-
and  other  concerned persons  are  informed  of,  and observe,  the requirements 
· addressed to ·them under this Directive; whereas Member States shall designate 
appropriate authorities or bodies for perfonning functions under this Directive and 
shall make provision for  co.:.operation  between them; 'whereas ·the notification 
information shall be appropriately examined; whereas the formalities for the use· 
·of port receptionfacilities shall be simple and expeditious; whereas ships which 
have complied with the notification  requirements  but neVertheless  are -unduly  -
-delayed  due  to  inadequacy  of port  reception  facilities  shall  be' appropriately' 
compensated; whereas the treatmentofwaste shall be in accordance with reh~vant ' 
Community legislation;  ·  -
22. ·  · Whereas enforcement o.fthis directive can be enhanced by the establishment of  an 
appropriate information system for the identification of.  po~luting, or potentially · 
polluting ships;  -
21 23.  Whereas  it  is  necessary  for  a Committee .consisting  of representatives  of the 
Member  States  to  assist  the  Commission  in  the  effective  application  of this 
Directive; 
24.  Whereas certain provisions of the Directive may be amended by that Committee 
to take int()  account future amendments of Marpol 73178 which ent~r into force  . 
and to  ensure a harmonised implementation of amendmerfts to IMO Resolutions 
in relation to the protection of  the marine environment; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
Article 1 
Purpose 
The purpose  of this  Directive  is to  reduce  the  discharges  of ship-generated  waste  and 
cargo residues  into  the sea,  especially  illegal discharges,  from ships  using  ports in the 
European Community,  by  improving the availability and use of port reception facilities 
for  ship-generated  waste  and  cargo  residues,  thereby  enhancing. the  protection  of the 





.  Article 2  ." 
Definitions 
For the purpose of this Directive including its Aimexes: 
'ship'  shall  mean  a  vessel  of any  type  whatsoever  operating  in  the  marine 
environment and includes hydrofoil boats, air-cushion vehicles, submersibles· and 
floating craft; 
· 'Marpol 73178'  shall  mean the  International  Convention  for  the  Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships,  1973,. as 'modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto,  . 
as in force at the.date of.acioption of  this Directive;  · · 
'ship-generated  waste'  shall  mean  all  waste  and  residues,  other  than  cargo 
residues,  which are  generated duri:llg -the  service of the  ship  and fall  under the 
scope of Annexes· I and V of Marpol 73178 and cargo-associated waste as defined 
in the Guidelines for the inlplementation of Annex V of Marpol 73178; 
'cargo residues' shall mean the remnants of any cargo material on board in eargo 
holds or. tanks  which remain after ·unloading procedures ·and  cleaning operations· 
are ·completed and shall include loading/unloading excesses hlld spillages;  · ·. 
5.  'port reception  facility'  shall  mean any  provision,  which is  fixed,  floating  or 
.  mobile and capable of receiving ship-generated waste or cargo residues;  · 
22 -'1:: •• 
.  . 
6.  'fishing vessel: shall mean any vessel equipped or used commercially -for catching 
fish or other living resources of the sea; 
7.  'recreational  craft'  shall  mean  a  boat of any  type,  regardless  of the  means  of 
propulsio11,  intended for sports or leisure imrpo~es; 
8.  'port' shall mean all ports, harbours, terminals and marinas. 
.  . 
Without prejudice to the definitions· in paragraphs 3 and· 4,  'ship-generated waste'  and 
'cargo· residues'  shall be considered to  be waste within the  meaning of Article  l(a) of 
Directive 75/442/EEC on waste.
9 
. 
Article 3 · 
_Scope  · · 
This Directive shall apply to: 
·1.  '  all ships unless expressly provided· otherwise, irrespective of their flag,. Calling at, 
or operating within, a port of a Member State,. with the exception of any warship, 
naval auxiliary or othe:r ship owned or operated by_ a State and used,  for the time 
··,being, only on government non-commercial service; and 
2.  all po~ts of the Member States. 
Port reception facilities 
.  . 
1; ·  . Member-States shall· ensure the .  provision of port reception facilities adequate to 
meet' the needs of  th~ ships using these facilities without causing undue delay to 
ships·.  ·· 
2..  . The  reception  faCilities  shall  be capable  of receiving  all  c~tegories of ship-
. generated waste and cargo residues originating from  ships normally. visiting the 
/port and shall be developed according to the size' o(the port and the category of 
. ships calling at that port.  ·  · 
3.  Alleged : inadequacies  in the  provision  of port  reception  facilities  should  be 
notified to · the  port  State  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  agreed  at  the 
. Internationa_l Maritime Organization. 
Article 5 
Waste reception and handling plans 
9  -OJ No. L 194, 25. 7. 1975, p. 39.  · 
23 -1.  An· appropriate  waste  reception  and  handling  plan  shall  be  developed  and 
implemented in each port, having regard to the requirements of Articles 4, 6, 7, 
. _10  and 12;  Detailed requirements for the development of such plans are set out in 
Annex I. 
2.  · ·  Member States shall monitor and evaluate the waste reception and handling plan.· 
and ensure its approval at least every three years and after significant changes. in  _ 
the operation of  the port. 
Article 6 
Notification 
l.  The master of  a ship other than a fishing vessel or recreational craft bound for a port 
located in the CommUnity shall complete truly and accurately the form in Annex II 
and provide .that information to the authority or body designated for this purpose by _ 
the Member State in which that port is located: 
a.  at least 24 hours_prior to arrival, ifilie port of  call is known; or 
b.  as soon as the port of  call is known, if  this information is available less than 
24 hours prior to arrival; or  · 
c.  at the latest upon d,eparture  from the previous port, if the duration of the 
voyage is less than 24 hot.rrs. 
2.  The information referred to in paragraph 1 shall be kept on board· and be made 
available to the authorities of  that Member State upon request. 
Article 7 
Delivery of  ship-generated waste 
. 1.  -The master of a ship  calling at'a-Commuhity port shall before leavitig the port 
d~liver all ship-generated waste to· a port rece})tion facility  . 
.  ·  i!f  ..  . .  .  .  .  .  - .  .  '-.  .  ·_  -
2.  A  ship  may,  fiowever,  be allowed  to  proceed  to  the  next port of call without 
delivering the ship-generated. waste, if  th~ master can confirril, on the basis of  the 
information m  Annex  II,  that  there -is  sufficient  storage  capacity  for  all  ship-
generated waste that will be accumulated during the intended voyage of  the ship 
Article 8  •.. 
Fees for ship-generated waste 
1.  Member States  shall· ensure  that  the  costs  of port reception  facilities  for  ship-
. generated wa5te, including the_ treatment and disposal of  the waste, shall be covered - -
through the collection of  a fee from ships. 
24 . 2..  The cost _recovery  systems for using port reception  facilities  shall  encourage the  .· 
deliv~ry of ship-generated waste to  shore  and  provide  no  incentive for  ships  to 
discharge that waste into the sea. To this end the following principles shall apply: 
.  .  '  .  .  .  . 
a.  All ships calling at a port of  a Member State shall contribute substantially  _in •  · · 
the  costs  referred  to  in  paragraph  1,  irrespective  of actual  use  of the 
facilities.  Arrangements to  this effect may include incorporation of  the fee  · 
in  the  port  dues  or  a  separate  standard  waste  fee.  The  fees  may  be 
differentiated with respect to, inier"a/ia, the category and size of  the ship .. 
b.  Additional-fees may· be_  imposed with respect _to  quantities_ and  types  of 
waste actually delivered by the ship.  - · 
c.  Fees  may. be  reduced  if the  ship's  environmental  management,  design, 
equipment and operation i~ such that the master of  the ship can demonstrate . 
that' it produces reduced quantities of  ship-generated waste. 
3:  ·  In order to ensure that the charged fees  are fair; transparent; non-discriminatory 
and  reflect  the  costs  of the 'facilities  and  services' made  available and,  where' 
appropriate, ·used,  the ·amount  and  the . bas;s  on  which  the· .  fees  have·. been 




. Exemptions . 
When ships are engaged in scheduled traffic with· frequent and regular port calls and 
there is  suffic~ent evidence of  an arrangement to ensure the delivery,of ship- ' 
generated waste andpayffient of  fees in a port along the ship's route, Member State~ 
of  the other ports involved may exempt these ships from the obligations il} Articles 
· 6, 7 and 8.  ·  · 
The Commission shall be kept informed by the .Member States of  exemptions 
-granted 'in accordance with paragraph 1.  · 
Article 10 , 
Delivery of cargo residues 
The· master of a ship calling at a Community port shall ensure that cargo res(dues are · 
. delivered to  a _port reception facility ih accordance 'with the provisi~ns of Marpol 73178. 
Any fee fon.e!ivery ofcargo residues shall be paid by the user Of the reception facility. 
Article 11. 
Enforcement 1.  Member States shall ensure that any ship may be subject to an inspeCtion in order 
to  verify that it complies with Articles 7 and 10 and that a sufficient number of 
such  inspections  are  carried  out.  Such  inspections  may,  when  applicable,  be 
undertaken within the framework ofDirective 95/21/EC
10
• 
·In selecting ships for inspection, Member States shall pay particular attention to:. 
- ships  Which  have  not  complied with  the  notification  requirements  in 
Article 6;  __ 
- ships  for  which  the  examination of the  information  provided by  the 
master in accordance with Article 6 has revealed inaccuracies. 
2.  If  a Member State is not  satisfied with the results of  this inspection, it shall ensure 
that the ship does not leave the port until if has delivered its waste to a reception 
facility to the extent that it complies with Articles 7 and 10. 
3.  When there is evidence that a ship has proceeded to sea without having complied' 
with Articles 7 or 10, the next port of cali shall -be  informed thereof and such a 
ship  shall,  without  prejudice  to  the  application' of the  penalties  referred  to  in 
'Article  13,  neither  be  permitted  to  load  or. unload  its  cargo  nor  to  embark 
passengers until a more detailed inspection as defined in Articles 2. 7 and 6.3 of _  · 
Directive  95/21/EC  has  taken  place.  Such  an  inspection. shall-include  an 
assessment of  factors relating to the ship's compliance withthis Directive, such as 
the accuracy of  any information provided in accordanc~ with Article 6. 
4.  Member  St(!.tes  shall  establish  control  procedures,  to  the  extent ·required,· for 
fishing  vessels and recreational craft to ensure compliance with the applicable  ,  .  .  r 
requirements ofthis Directive.  "  -
Article 12 
Accompanying measures 
1.  Member States shall: 
a.  take  all  necessary  measures  to  ensure  that  masters,  providers  of ·port 
reception facilities  and other concerned persons are adequately informed 
of the requirements addressed to them under this Directive and that they 
observe those requirements; 
b.  · designate appropriate authorities or bodies for performing functions under 
this Directive; 
-
c.  make  provision ·for  co:-operation  between  their  relevant  ;:tuthorities  and 
commercial  organisations  to  ensure  the  effective  implementation  of this 
Directive;  ·  ·  · 
1°  Council Directive 95/21/EC of 19 June 19'95'  concerning the enforcement; in respect of  shipping using 
Community ports and sailing in the waters under the jurisdiction of  the Member States, of international 
standards for ship safety, pollution prevention and shipboard living and working conditions (port State 
control), OJ No L,157, 7.7.1995, p.  1. 
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·  ..  f. 
g. 
ensure that the information provided by masters in accordance with Article 
6 is appropriately examined; 
.  .  .  '.  /  '  .  . 
ensure that the formalities relating to the use of  port reception facilities are 
slm.ple and expeditious in order to create an incentive for the master -to  use 
port reception facilities arid to avoid undue delays to ships; 
ensure that the Commission is provided with a copy  ~f.the allegations of 
inadequate reception facilities referred to in Article 4.2; 
establish· and  maintain  appropriate  procedures  in  accordance  with their · 
naticmal-_legislation for the appropriate co~pensation of ships which have 
complied with Article 6 but are unduly-delayed due to inadequacy of port 
reception facilities; and 
h. ·  ensure thaf the ~eatment, recovery or disposal of ship-generated waste and 
cargo residues shall be carried out in _!lccordance with Directive 75/442/EEC 
on waste
11  and other relevant Community waste_ legislation, in  particular 
Directive  75/439/EEC  on  the  disposal  of waste  oils




. 2.  _ Delivery of  ship~generated  waste~and cargo residues shall be considered as releaSe 
for free c;irculation within the meanirig of Article 79 of  Regulatio~ 2913/92/EEC 
establishing  the Community Customs  Code
14
•  The customs  authorities  shall  not 
require the lodging of a summary declaration in accordance with Article 45 of the 
Cmnni~ty  Customs Code. 
3.  Member States and the Commission shall co-qperate to establish an appropriate 
information  system ·to  enh~ce the .  identification  of ships  which  have  n:ot 
.deli:vered' their _ship-generated waste and cargo residues in accordance, with this  . 
DireCtive.  - · 
Article 13 
Penalties 
.  . .  - . 
Member States shall lay down a system of  penaities· for the breach of  national provisions 
-adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take all the measures necessary to ensure that 
those. penalties are applied. The penalties thus pfpvided shall be effective, proportionate and 
.  di~su;:tsive.  ·  ' 
. - ~ 
II  . 
OJ No. L 194, 25. 7.  1975, p. 39. 
12  .  OJ No. L 194,25. 7.  1975, p. 23. 
13  OJ NO. L 37i, 31. 12: 1991, p. 20 
14 OJ No L  302, 19. 10. 1992. 
Article'J4  ' 
Regulatory Committee 
27 The  Commission  shall  be  assisted .  by  the  Committee  set  up  pursuant  to .  Article ·12, 
paragraph 1, of  Directive 93/75/EEC
15
• The Committee shall operate in 'accordance with the 
procedure laid down in paragraphs 2 and 3 of  that Article. 
Article 15 
Ame~dment  procedure 
1.  The annexes,  definitions, references to  Community instruments and references to 
IMO Resolutions may be amended in accordanc·e with the pro~edui'e laid down in 
Article 14 in order to bring them in line with Community or IMO measures which 
have entered into force,  insofar as  such amendments do not broaden the scope of 
this Directive.  ' 
2.  The  Annexes  may  also  be  amended  in  accordance  with  that  procedure  when 
necess_ary  to  improve  the  regime. established  by .  this  Directive,  but  without 
broadening the scope of  the Directive. 
ArtiCle 16  -
Implementation 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  into  force  the  laws;  regulations  and  administrative 
provisions  necessary  to  comply  with  this  Directive. not ·later  than  18  months 
following  the  date of  its  entry into  force  ~d  forthwith iriform the Commission 
thereof.  ·  · 
·-~ 
2.  When Member. States adopt these meastires, they shall contain a reference to  this . 
Directive  or shall be accompanied by such a reference  on· the occa5ion of their_· 
. official publication: The methods of  making such.a reference shall be laid down by 
Member States.  ·  ·  · 
3.  The Member States shall immediately notify to the Commission all provisions of 
domestic  law  which  they  adopt  in  the  field  governed  by 'this· Directive.  The 
· Comrilission shall inform the other Member States thereof. 
Article 17 
Evaluation 
1. ·  Member States shall  submit  to  the  Comniission  a· status  report ·concerning  the 
implementation of  this Drrective every three years. 
2.  The Commission shall submit an evaluation report on the operation of  the system as 
provided for iri this Directive to the European Parliament and the Council, on the 
15 Council Directive concerning minimum requh-ements for vessels bound for or leaving Commwrlty ports 
and carrying dangerous or polluting goodS, OJ No L 247, 5.10.1993, p. 19. 
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•  •  < 
bas~s of the reports of the Member States as provided for in paragraph 1 together 
with proposals as necessaiy, concerniilg_the implementation of  this Directive·: · 




.  .  .  . '  - .  '  .  '  - . 
· Thi~ Directive shall 'enter into force on the day of  its publication in the Official Journalof 
the Europea~  Communities:  ·  ·  ·  · 
Article 19 . · 
Addressees 
This Din:;ctive is addressed to .the Member States and the Comniission  . 
.  29.' 
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'.  ) ANNEX1 
REQUIREMENTS FOR WASTE RECEPTION AND HANDLING PLANS IN 
PORTS 
(as referred to in Article 5) 
The  plan  shall  cover  all  categories  of ship-geJ?.erated _  waste  and  cargo  tesidues 
originating from ships normally visiting the port  and it shall be developed according 
__ to the size of  the port and the category ?f  ships calling at that port.  -
The following elements shall be addressed in the plan: 
- an· assessment of  the need for receptiol) facilities, in light ofthe need of  the ships 
normally :visiting the port;  ..  · 
a description of  th~ type and capacity of  facilities; 
' 
a detailed description of  the procedures for the reception and collection oJ ship-
generated waste and-cargci_residues; 
description of  tl_le charging system; 
- procedures for reporting alleged inadequacies of  reception facilities; 
procedures for ongoing consultations· with port users, waste contractors, tennirial  . 
operators and other interested parties; and . 
- type  and  quantities  of ship-generated  waste  and  cargo  residues  received  and 
handled. 
In addition, the plan should include:  _ 
a resume of  relev:mt legislation and formalities for delivery;  .  .  -
- ·identification of a person or persons to be responsible for the implementation of 
the plan;  ··  · 
- description .of the pre-treatment equipment and processes in the .port, if  any; 
- methods offecording actual use of  the facilities; 
'  . 
- methods  of recording  amounts·. of ship-generated  waste  and  cargo  residues 
, received; and 
'-.  - descr,iption ofhow the ship-generated waste_ and cargo residqes_!lte disposed of. 
The procedures for  reception;  collection,  storage,  treatment and disposal  should 
conforni. in· all respects to' an environmental  man~gement scheme suitable -for  the 
progressive  reduction  of  the  .environmental . impact  of  these  activities.  Such 
30 
I 
I conformity is presumed if the procedur~es are incompliance wi~h the International · 
Standard ISO  14001:199~ and the European Standard EN 14001:96, _establishing 
·specification  for  environment  management  system·  as . recognised  in  ·the 
Comniission Decision 97/265/EC of 16 April1997. 
Information to be made available to all port-users: 
- brief reference to  fundamental  i:t:nportance  of_ proper delivery of ship-:-generated 
waste and cargo residues;  . 
-location offacilities applicable to each berth with diagram!tp.ap; 
-list of  ship-generat~d waste and cargo residues normally:dealt with; 
-list of  contact points; 
-·description of  procedures for delive!Y; 
~ 
- description of  charging system; and 
.  .  ~ 
- procedures for reporting alleged inadequacies of  reception facilities.  .  '  .  ' 
31 ANNEX/I 
INFORMATION TO BE NOTIFIED 
(as referred to in Article 6)  · 
· 1.  ~arne, call sign and, where appropriate, IMO identification number of 
the ship: 
2.  Flag State: 
3.  Port of  destination: 
4.  Estimated time of  arrival (ETA):. 
5.  Estimated time of  departure (ETD): 
6.  Last port of  call: 
7.  Next port of  call: 
8.  Last port and date when ship-gen~rated waste was delivered: 
9~  Type and a.nlount of  waste and residues to be delivered and I or remaining 
on board, and percentage of  maximum storage capacity. 
TYPE·  MAXIMUM  AMOUNT ON  %OF  TOBE  SEPARATED? 
STORAGE  BOARD  MAXIMUM  DELIVER  YIN 
CAPACITY~3  ml  CAPACITY  ED? YIN 
Waste Oils 
sludge  ; 
.. 








*  waste 
(specify) 
Cargo Residues  * 
(specify) 
Note: this information may be used  for port State control  pl!rposes~ 





DECISION OF  .THE EEA JOINT COMMITTEE 
. ~  (  .. ) .. /9. 
of(:.)<·:······> 199> 
amending Atmex XIII (Chapter V) of the Agreement on the European Economic Area by 
adding Council Directive ( . ./  . ./EC) on port reception facUities  fo~ ship-generated waste 
and cargo residues from ships.  · ·.  · 
THE EEA JOINT COMMIITEE 
Having regard to  tlle Agreement on  the European Economic Area as  adjusted  by the .. 
Protocol adjusting the Agreement on· the European Economic Area;·hereinafter referred 
to as the Agreement, and in particular Article 98 thereof, 
. Whereas Directive ( .  .1 .. /EC) of the Council of the  Eur~pean  Unio~of(  ...  ·:: ...... : 19 ..  ), 
of which a _copy is ~exed  to_ this Decision, is to be. integrated into the Agreement, · 
' 
Whereas the hori?;ontal adaptation in Protocol 1 and the sectoral and other adaptations in 
the introduction of Atmex XIII .to the Agre~ment  shall apply,  .  . 
·HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Aimex Xlll, T!ansport, to the Agreemen~ shan be amended as specified belo'o/.  The text 
of  the new Act is at Appendix.  · 
Article 2 
The following new point shalU>e-inserted in Chapter Vafter point XXX:  - - .  .  ~. 
"XXX: Council Directive ( . .1 .. /EC) on port reception facilities· fot ship-generated 
·.  waste and_cargo residues· from shj.ps: 
. The provision of the Directive shall,  for  the purposes of the present 
Agreement, be read with the following adaptation: 
Article tm:n shall be replaced _by the followirig: 
.  . 
The Contracting Parties ·shall·bring iil.to  force the ·laws,  regulations and 
adniinistrative provisions  necessary  to  comply  with this  Directive not · 
later .than·  ·  ·  · 
( ....  :  .. , ..... 199.)" 
33 
·' Article 3 
The decision shall enter into force on(  .........  , 199.) · 
Article 4 
This Decision shall be published in the EEA SectiQn of, and in the· EE~  Supplement to, 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Done at Brussels, ( ........... 199.) 
For the EEA Joint Committee 
The President 
34 
The Secretaries · 
to the EEA Joint Committee 
....................  ~ ................ . FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
· 1  - TITLE OF·OPERATION 
.  . 
Proposal for·a Council Directive on Port Reception Facilities for Ship-
Generated Waste and Cargo Residues.  ·  · 
2  BUDGET HEADING INVOLVED PartA (see§ 10) 
3  LEGAL BASIS  _ 
Safety and pollut~on prevention in marftime transport: Article 84(2) of  the Treaty-
4  DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION-
4.1  General objective 
The prqtection of the marine environment by improving the availability 
_  and  use  of port reception  facilities  for  ship-generated  waste  and- cargo 
residues.  - · 
-c4.2  Period covered and arrangements for renewal 
- '  . 
Indefinite 
- 5  -CLASSIFICATIONOFEXPENDITUREORREVENUE 
-· 
. 5.1  ·_Non-compulsory expenditure 
5.2  Non-differentiated appropriations 
6  , .TYPE OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE 
Administrative expenses 
.  -
7  FINANCIAL IMP  ACJ: 
.  .  '  .  -.  . 
Financial impact on Part B (Operational Appropriations)- Nil 
8  FRAUD PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
Control-ofadherence to theprocedures for inviting Member States' experts to the 
Regulatory Committee meetings.  -
9  ~  ELEMENTS OF COST  -EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
.  . 
9.1  Sp'ecific and  quantified objectives, target population 
35 Reducing the di-scharges of waste and cargo residues from ships into the. 
maririe environment by measures which provide a regime for delivering 
the waste" and residues to a port reception facility to such ari extent that  the 
ship can proceed to sea without creating an unreasonable threat of.harm to 
the  marine  environment.- The  Direc~ive  requires  a  harmonised-cost-
recovery system for these facilities. 
9.2  ·Monitoring and evaluation of  the operation 
Monitoring  and  evaluation of the  operation will be carried  out by the 
annual meeting of  the Committee on Maritime ~afety and by missions (see 
§ 10.3) 
10  ADMINISTRATIVE  EXPENDITURE  (SECTION  III,  PART  A  OF  THE 
BUDGET) 
Actual mobilisation of  the necessary administrative resources will depend on the 
Commissions' annual decision on the allocation of  resources, taking into account 
the number of  staff  and additional amounts authorised by the budgetary authority 
10.1 ·  Effect on the number of  posts. 
Type of  post  S  taffto be assigned to  Source  .  '  Duration 
manage the operation 
Permanent  Tem2orary  Existing  Additional 





Officials or  A  1  1 
temp~rary  -B.  1  1 
staff  c 
Other resources  NIL 
Total  2- 2 
10.2 -'  Overall financial impact of  additional human resources 
. -No additional human resources are requested. The existing resources necessary to 
·manage the operation per annum are: 
I  TYJ?e of  Qbst  I  Amounts  I  Total 
36 Officials*  2 x 108.000 ECU  ,  216.000 ECU 
... 
-
Total.  216.000 ECU 
*For the offictals calculatiOn based on  the titles A-1, A-2, A-4,-A-5 and A-7 
10.3  ·Increase in other administrative expenditure annually as a result of  the operatiop. 
ECU 
Budget heading  Amounts  Method of  calculation 
A 7031  9750  The Committee ofMaiitime Safety 
~  is already meeting for issues 
related to other EC Directives-
dealing with maritime safety.  orie -
.. 
additiona11-day meeting/year is 
-. valued necessary to discuss 
'  particular issues related to this 
.  proposal (travel expenses valued at 
650 ECU/person x 15 persons 
Total  9750 
-
The credits will be found in the existing envelope of  DG vn 
ECU 
Budget heading  Amounts  Method of  calculation . 
A2510  '  20.000  The Committee of  Maritime Safety  '. 
is already meeting for issues 
related to other EC Directives .  · 
..  dealing with maritime s8fety.  One  -. 
additional1-day meeting/year is 
..  valued necessary to discuss  _· 
particular issues related to this 
'  - proposal (travel expenses valued  at 
about 20.000 ECU_ 
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IMPACT ASSESSMENT FORM 
THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL ON BUSINESS 
with special refer~nce to small and medium.:sized enterprises 
Title of  the proposal: 
PROPOSAL FOR A COUNCIL DIRECTIVE ON PORT RECEPTION 
FACILITIES FOR SHIP-GENERATED WASTE AND CARGO RESIDUES• 
.Reference number: 98010 
The Proposal 
1.  Taking account of the principle of  subsidiarity,  why is  Community  legislation 
necessary in this area and what are its main aims?  ,  " 
The obligation of  the Community is the achievement of  a high level of  protection 
for the environment based on the precautionary principle and as  far as possible 
. eliminating pollution by giving priority to intervention at source in compliance 
with the polluter pays principle (Article 130rofthe Treaty). 
It is estimated that between 5 and 7 million tonnes of  oily residues, and 1 million 
tonnes of  solid waste are generated annually be ships visiting EU ports. At present 
only a small proportion of  this amount is being delivered ashore in these ports. 
Some port&  have extensive reception facilities which are currently being grossly 
under-utilised.  Others have lesser, or negligible facilities.  A large proportion of 
the undelivered waste and residue is currently discharged at sea, of which a· great 
amount is assumed to be discharged illegally. 
The  Directive  aims  to  reduce  discharges  of ship-generated  waste  arid  cargo 
residue  into  the  sea by improving  the  required  facilities  in ports  and  also  by 
improving communi~ations  between the providers and the users of  such facilities . 
Referring to  the  principle of subsidiarity,  it  will  be the responsibility of each· 
Member State to ensure that  adequate port reception facilities  are provided and 
to  implement  an  appropriate  cost-recovery  system.  Member  States.  are 
responsible for adopting, yvithin  their national legislation, measures designed to 
ensure an effe~tive application of  the Directive~ 
The impact on business 




2.  Who will be affected by the proposal? 
-which secto.r of  business? 
-which sizes of  business?. 
- are there particula~  geograp~ica/ areas of  the Community where. 
· these businesses are found? 
The business' sectors affected by this proposar are  the  shipping  companies~ the 
ports and the operators of  shore reception faciliti.es. 
The Directive addresses all ships regardless or'type or size. Therefore, there is no 
differentiation between the size of companies and ports, as all sea-borne trade to. 
eveiy. Coriununity port is  affected by the Directive;. It is not possible to  give a 
reliable estimate of ships calling at  Co~imity  ports·. since recreational craft artd 
fishing vessels. are inCluded  within the scope of the Directive andport-calls of 
these · ships  are  not .  registered.  According  to  the  report  carried  out  for  the 
Commission,  nearly 700 commerCial  ports in the EU receive at least 750,000 
visits annually from ships loading or unloading cargo.  Additionally ports in the 
EU receive an estimated 900,000 car·and passenger ferry  visits·~tially. -
.  . 
There  is  no ·special · geographical  area within  the  Community  where  these 
-businesses  are. found:  all  except the  two  land-locked Member States have  sea 
port_s . catering  for'  cpmmercial  ships,  recreational .craft  and  fishing  vessels. 
Austria  arid  ·Luxembourg  are  thus. excluded · from  applying  the  Directive.  · 
However, as both thes~ countries are maritime flag· States, their ships are affected . 
. ~~  .  . 
-. 
The.  expected reduction of environmental  pollution  caused  by  ship-generated 
waste  and cargo· residues will  have  a beneficial  effect on the. region's marine 
ecosysjenis  and fisheries.  . The reduction in pollution reaching  the  shore  from 
these sources will result in an i~provement  of amenity values· in all coastal areas . 
. This should in tum have a pdsitive effect upon fishing. and coastal recreational 
industries.  .  ·  -
3.  What will business have to do to comply with the proposal? 
The Directive requires the shipping industry to  deliver· all ship-generated w.aste 
and cargo residues to port reception facilities.  Compliance. with this requirement 
· ·by  masters of sltips is of an operationai and proced\rral nature and requires no 
additional hardware provision. The technical proyisions related to the design and 
equipment of ships are already mandated by provisions of relevant international 
conventions and related ins~ents; 
Each port is required to provide adequate reception facilities. This is already an· . 
obligation. under  Marpol  73/78.  However,_ this Directive· introduces  a  stricter 
regime  for  the delivery of ship-generated  waste  and  cargo .  residues  in ports,· 
therefore  ~he capacity and operation of  exi.sting  reception facilities might need. 
adjustment in some ports for them to be (lble to receive an  increased quantity from. 
ships. This may particularly be the case in ports with a high number of  visits from 
merchant ships. Aily such increase in volUm.e will- directly effect the operator of 
. the facility who will be required1o improve the facility to meet the demand. 
39 4  What economk effects is theproposal/ikely to have 
- on employment? 
-on investment and the creation ofnewbusiness? 
- on the competitive position of  business? 
With regard to the shipping. industry no impact on employment is expected. 
As  explained  in  paragraph  3,  in. certain  ports  the  capacity  and  operation  of 
reception·  facilities  might  need  adjustment..  This  could · require . additional 
employment in the port sector, although any such increase in employment will be 
marginal ' 
For the same reasons additional investment may be needed for the adjustment and 
improvement of reception  facilities.  This  will  vary  from  port  to  port,  mainly 
depending on traffic  characteristics and the current provision of facilities.  It is 
expected that the stricter regime imposed by the Directive will create improved 
commercial_ viability  for  companies  which  collect  and  process  ship-generated 
waste and cargo residues, as the volume received will increase. 
Harmonisation of  the principles governing fee systems for collection and delivery 
will help to create a level playing ·field for ports.  The present disparity in fee 
systems,  which  are  based  on  widely  differing  principles,  tends  to  distort 
competition between ports.  .It not only discourages ships from using  some port 
facilities, it also positively encourages illegal discharge of waste and residues at 
sea. 
The harmonised principles proposed by the Directive will substantially reduce the. 
present imbalance between systems employed by different ports, and ensrire that 
costs are recovered equitably from all visiting ships. 
As stated in paragraph 3, the resulting improvement· in the marine environment 
will have a-positive economic_impact on the coastal leisure and fishing indu'stries. 
5.  Does the proposai contain measures .to take qccount of  the .specific situation of 
small and medium sizedfirms (reduced or  differen~ requirements)? 
Although the Directive applies to all ports and all ships, individual Member States · 
shall ·  detemiine  the  enforcement  procedUres  to  apply  to  fishing. vessels  and 
recreational craft.  Exemptions may also be made frorp.  mandatory delivery at 
every port for vessels engaged on routine voyages with regular port visits.  Mariy 
small and medium sized shipping operations fall within these categories .. 
Cost-recovery systems should be structured so 'they do not place small shipping 
companies  or occasional users at any fmancial disadvantage. · The over-all aim 
should be positively to encourage masters to discharge ships' wastes and residues  . 
to port reception facilities rather than retain them on board  .. 
Reception facilities and waste reception atid handling plans for small ports and 
· rriarinas  will .be  proportionally  less  complex than  those  for .larger  commercial 
·ports.  The geographical situation ·of such ports may be such that they can make 
economies by utilising fac!Jities.in nearby larger ports.  ' 
.  6.  Organisations which have been consulted about the proposal and outline of  their 
main views: 
40 European Community Shipowners Association (ECSA): 
.  . 
~CSA considers  that· illegal  discharges  at  sea  are  largely  caused by ports  not 
providing suffiCient reception facilities. However evidence shows that even where 
adequate facilities are provided they are not used to anywhere riear full potential. 
It considers that the Directive should place emphasis ()n ports providing facilities 
for vessels to  fulfiltheir Marpol 73178  obligations rather than on a requirement 
. for  ships  to ·deliver their waste  and  residues.  In particular,  ECSA  feels .that  a 
mandatory  requirement  to  use  facilities  which  is  not  related .to  actual  storage 
capacity is unworkable. 
International Associati~n of Independent Tanker Owners (INTERTANKO): 
' 
Intertanko also opposes a  m~datory delivery system, which does not take into 
account waste storage capacity' and stresses that a mandatory system must have 
adequate safeguards against undue delay or administrative procedures. Inter:tanko 
favours the  'no special fee' -system,  in which all ships calling at  a port pay the 
delivery fee~ irrespective of  actual use of  the facilities.·  ·  · 
Association  of  Shore  Reception  Facilities  in  Europe  and  beyond 
(EUROSHORE INTERNATIONAL):· 
EUROSHORE  points· out  that  at  present  even  when  adequate  facilities  are 
·  ·_  provided they are  l~gely unoer-utilised.  It emphasises that exemptions for using 
reception  facilities ·should  not  be  granted  easily  and ·that -policy  on  granting · 
exemptions has to be uniform throughout the region. EUROSHORE proposes that . 
all waste and residues should be ef{.empted from any excise duties. The fee system . 
should not inhibit competition which -EUROSHORE ·sees as the key to providing 
economic reception facilities.  .  . 
,European Sea Ports Organis~tion-(ESPO): 
ESPO suggests that in additio~ to  cargo r~sidues being differentiated· from· ship-
generated waste, the latter should be further subdivided; into "ship-generated" and  . 
"cargo-generated'; waste. 
ESPO  considers  that· the. 24  hour  notification .  obligation  and  the  .envisaged 
procedures  for  obtaining  an  exemption  for  delivery  could  make~ the  system· 
complex and burdensome for both ports and ships. It agrees that it should be left 
to  Member States  and  competent  authorities  to  allocate  responsibilities .to  the 
various .bodies. It queries who win-be responsible for  paying compensation for 
undue delay and how it. will be assessed. ESPO considers that no'preferred option 
~for  cost-recovery  should  be  stipulated  and  this -should  be  decided  upon  by 
Member States and the concerned authorities: .  . 
Federation of  European Private Port Operators (FEPORT): 
-
.FEPORT agrees with the main provisions of the Directive, Because of potential 
difficulties in complying, it.is of the opinion that exemptiop. should be obtained 
from requirements U,nder other Corririmnity legi"slation  for operators to sort ship-
.  .·  .  ?:.·'·.  ··.  .  ' 
41 generated waste. FEPORT agrees that cost-recovery systems should be such as to 
. dissuade  ships  from  discharging  waste  at  sea,  but  is  concerned  that  leaving 
Member States  to  deCide  on cost-recovery  systems  for  such  a  wide  railge ·of 
competing port facilities could lead to distortions between ports. 
'. 
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